Healthcare, a vital industry that touches most of us in our lives, faces major challenges in demographics, technology, and finance. Longer life expectancy and an aging population, technological advancements that keep people younger and healthier, and financial issues are a constant strain on healthcare organizations’ resources and management. Focusing on the organization’s ability to improve access, quality, and value of care to the patient may present possible solutions to these challenges.

The Encyclopedia of Healthcare Information Systems provides an extensive and rich compilation of research from over 430 authors in 37 countries, discussing the use, adoption, design, and diffusion of ICTs in healthcare, including ICTs’ roles in the future of healthcare delivery; access, quality, and value of healthcare; nature and evaluation of medical technologies; ethics and social implications; and medical information management.

Excellent addition to your library! Recommend to your acquisitions librarian.
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Key Features
• 178 authoritative contributions by over 400 of the world’s leading experts in healthcare information systems from 38 countries
• Comprehensive coverage of each specific topic, highlighting recent trends and describing the latest advances in the healthcare information systems field
• More than 4,000 references to existing literature and research on healthcare information systems
• A compendium of over 1,200 key terms with detailed definitions
• Organized by topic and indexed, making it a convenient method of reference for all IT/IS scholars and professionals
• Cross-referencing of key terms, figures, and information pertinent to healthcare information systems

Topics Covered
• Business process redesign
• Computerized medical records
• Costs of healthcare delivery
• Economic implications of IT in healthcare
• Efficiency in the healthcare system
• E-health
• Equitability in healthcare
• Ethics in healthcare
• Evaluation of medical technologies
• Future of medical informatics
• Healthcare quality control
• IT implications in healthcare
• IT innovations
• Knowledge management
• Manufacturing of medical technologies
• Medical information integrity
• Medical information security
• Medical technologies in academia
• Medical technologies in government
• Patient preferences, needs, and values
• Patient safety
• Patient-centered healthcare organizations
• Pharmaceutical manufacturing
• Physician-patient communication
• Remote access to healthcare
• Telehealth
• Telemedicine
• Total quality management

About the Editors:

Nilmini Wickramasinghe (PhD; MBA; GradDipMgtSt; BSc AmusA, piano; AmusA, violin) researches and teaches in several areas within information systems including knowledge management, e-commerce and m-commerce, and organizational impacts of technology with particular focus on the applications of these areas to healthcare and thereby effecting superior healthcare delivery. She is well published in all these areas with more than 60 referred scholarly articles and several books. In addition, she regularly presents her work throughout North America, as well as in Europe and Australasia. Dr. Wickramasinghe is the U.S. representative of the Health Care Technology Management Association (HCTM), an international network of scholars that focuses on critical healthcare issues and the role of technology within the domain of healthcare. She is the associate director of the Center for the Management of Medical Technologies (CMMT) and holds an associate professor position at the Stuart School of Business, Illinois Institute of Technology. In addition, Dr. Wickramasinghe is the editor-in-chief of two scholarly journals: International Journal of Networking and Virtual Organisations and International Journal of Biomedical Engineering and Technology.

Eliezer (Elie) Geisler is a distinguished professor at the Stuart School of Business, Illinois Institute of Technology and Director of the IIT Center for the Management of Medical Technology. He holds a doctorate from the Kellogg School at Northwestern University. Dr. Geisler is the author of nearly 100 papers in the areas of technology and innovation management, the evaluation of R&D, science and technology, and the management of healthcare and medical technology. He is the author of several books, including: Managing the Aftermath of Radical Corporate Change (1997), The Metrics of Science and Technology (2000), also translated into Chinese, Creating Value with Science and Technology (2001) and Installing and Managing Workable Knowledge Management Systems (with Rubenstein, 2003). His forthcoming books are: Knowledge and Knowledge Systems: Learning from the Wonders of the Mind, and a textbook: Knowledge Management Systems: Theory and Cases (with Wickramasinghe). He consulted for major corporations and for many U.S. federal departments, such as Defense, Agriculture, Commerce, EPA, Energy, and NASA. Dr. Geisler is the co-founder of the annual conferences on the Hospital of the Future, and the Health Care Technology and Management Association, a joint venture of several universities in 10 countries. He serves on various editorial boards of major journals. His current research interests include the nature of knowledge management in general and in complex systems, such as healthcare organizations.
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